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Abstract 
Au has been widely used as jewelry since ancient times due to its bulk, chemically inert 
properties. During the last three decades, nanoscale Au has attracted remarkable attention and 
has been shown to be an exceptional catalyst, especially for oxidation reactions. Herein, we 
elucidate a puzzle in catalysis by using multiscale computational modeling: the experimentally 
observed “magic number” CO oxidation catalytic behavior of subnanoscale Au clusters. Our 
results demonstrate that support effects (cluster charging), symmetry-induced electronic effects 
on the clusters, catalyst reconstruction, competing chemical pathways and formation of 
carbonate contribute to the marked differences in the observed catalytic behavior of Aun- clusters 
with n=6, 8 and 10 atoms. This is the first demonstration of multiscale simulations on 
subnanoscale catalysts unraveling magic number activity for the CO oxidation reaction on Au.  
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Introduction 
Au is a remarkable metal with unique catalytic properties. It exhibits high activity at the 
nanoscale1-3, whereas it is inert as bulk material4. Because of these unique properties, Au has 
found applications at both these extreme materials scales. Historically, it has been used as 
jewelry5 since ancient times due to its ability to prevent corrosion in bulk and maintain its bright 
color. The properties of Au at the nanoscale have recently been revealed with the explosive 
growth of nanotechnology. Nanoscale Au6-9 finds tremendous applications ranging from drug 
delivery10 in medicine to hydrogen production2 and energy generation. 
Focusing on the catalytic applications of Au and specifically on the relatively simple CO 
oxidation reaction (CO + ½ O2  CO2), Haruta first showed that Au nanoparticles11 exhibit 
exceptional reactivity even at low temperatures12-17. These active Au nanoparticles are usually 
supported on metal-oxide surfaces3, 18-20. Despite the large volume of work focused on the CO 
oxidation on Au in the last ~30 years, there is still much debate regarding the reaction 
mechanism21. This is due to a large number of factors influencing the catalytic activity, such as 
the effect of the support, the Au particle size, and the presence of quantum effects in sub-
nanometer catalysts. An emerging consensus is that under-coordinated sites on Au nanoparticles 
are the active sites for oxidation chemistry22-25. The Au nanoparticle sites on the metal-support 
interface which have been experimentally shown to be catalytically active26, 27 can be also 
considered as under-coordinated sites.  
According to this consensus about Au, which suggests “the smaller the size, the higher 
the activity per site”, we would expect all sub-nanometer, molecular size catalysts to be the most 
catalytically active. However, CO oxidation experiments involving small Aun clusters (n= 2-20 
atoms, < 1 nm diameter) soft-landed on an O-defective MgO support28-30, revealed “magic 
number” catalytic behavior. The most active clusters were the Au829, Au18 and Au20. The activity 
was attributed to the negative charge transferred from the support-vacancy to the clusters which 
activates O2 adsorption28, 29. Previous work has proposed that O2 binds strongly on Au clusters 
with an odd number of electrons31, 32. As a result, negatively charged Au clusters with an even 
number of Au atoms are expected to show increased activity because, in addition to having low-
coordinated sites, they also exhibit a preferred electronic configuration for O2 adsorption and 
activation33. This magic number behavior, particularly illustrated by Arenz et al30, is most 
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probably generic of sub-nanometer catalysis well beyond Au and remains an elusive field of 
catalytic science2, 34, 35. 
In this work we use first-principles-based multiscale modeling to demonstrate that the CO 
oxidation activity of subnanometer Au is controlled by rather complicated physicochemical 
processes: charge transfer, different catalyst shapes, cluster reconstruction, electronic density on 
the catalyst, binding configuration of adsorbates and production of carbonate species can 
contribute towards the magic number catalytic behavior on Au. Important enough, this work 
demonstrates the impact of a multiscale theoretical framework, linking ab-initio calculations 
with statistical mechanics, which enables us to access experimental length and time scales of 
complex catalytic systems.  
Computational Methods 
The support (MgO) effects on the Au clusters (charge) were calculated at the BP86/def-
sv(p) level and default effective core pseudopotentials (def-ecp) were included for Au atoms, 
using the RI (resolution of identity) approximation as implemented in Turbomole 6.536. The 
perfect MgO support consists of 112 atoms, Mg56O56, whereas the ones with an O vacancy 
consist of one atom less (Mg56O55). In these calculations, the MgO was first fully optimized and 
then, when the clusters (Au6, Au8 and Au10) were supported, the MgO coordinates were kept 
frozen and the clusters were allowed to fully relax on the MgO surface. Having identified a 
charge transfer from the support to the clusters, we removed the clusters from the support and we 
thoroughly investigated the CO oxidation reaction mechanisms on every possible site of the 
negatively charged clusters (Au6-, Au8- and Au10-) at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of 
approximation, using the Gaussian 09 software package37. This combination of method and basis 
set has been successfully used to investigate the CO oxidation mechanism on Au clusters38-40. All 
reaction pathways were first mapped by scanning the potential energy surface of the reaction 
coordinate. The energy maximum found along the reaction coordinate was fully relaxed to a 
saddle point in order to locate the actual transition state. All transition states and local minima 
were obtained by full optimizations and verified by vibrational frequency and Intrinsic Reaction 
Coordinate (IRC) calculations.  
The data from the aforementioned calculations served as input to Zacros,41 our in-house 
Fortran implementation of the graph-theoretical kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation 
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framework42, 43. This input consists of a lattice structure, an energetics model, a reaction 
mechanism, and finally, the conditions of the simulation along with control parameters such as 
the frequency of sampling/reporting etc. Three planar lattices were thus used to represent the top 
and bridge sites of the Au nanoclusters, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Lattice structures for the three Au nanoclusters, denoting the sites that were taken into account in the 
models. 
 
The energetics model contained the binding energies of all intermediates to the pertinent 
sites (top and bridge), and explicitly accounted for multi-site species, such as carbonate. 
Moreover, strong repulsive interactions between O2 adsorbates were incorporated into the 
energetics model, since the DFT calculations showed that a maximum of one oxygen molecule 
can bind to any of these clusters. All energetics models are presented in detail in the 
supplementary material. 
The reaction mechanism for each of the three nanoclusters contained the 
adsorption/desorption, diffusion and surface and Eley-Rideal reaction elementary steps computed 
via DFT. Transition state theory approximations were used to calculate the rate constants (see 
supplementary material of Ref. 44). Within the KMC framework, event occurrence is treated as a 
Poisson stochastic process, and to simulate the occurrence of the elementary events, Zacros 
utilizes a rejection-free algorithm with local updating of the propensities45. In view of the 
stochastic nature of KMC, ensembles of 100 (for Au6-) or 10 clusters (for Au8- and Au10-) were 
used to investigate the kinetics. All simulations were performed at a temperature of 250 K for an 
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isomolar mixture of CO and O2 at 1 bar. It should be noted that we have successfully applied this 
methodology to the MgO supported Au6 clusters very recently46, by investigating support effects 
and reaction mechanism with quantum mechanical calculations (RI-BP86 and B3LYP level of 
approximation respectively) and importing the DFT-calculated reaction energetics into graph-
theoretical kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. 
Results 
Au clusters up to the Au13 size (consisting of 13 atoms) exhibit planar geometries. When 
these clusters are supported on MgO with O vacancies they are charged negatively29, 46. Each O 
vacancy can give electron density to the clusters approximately close to one electron (-0.8 to -1.4 
|e|), whereas, when the clusters are supported on a perfect MgO the charge that is transferred is 
significantly smaller (-0.2 to -0.3 |e|). This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2, where we show the 
interactions of Au6, Au8 and Au10 with MgO and the total charge transferred from the support. 
 
Figure 2: Au6, Au8 and Au10 clusters interacting with a perfect MgO support and a support with an O vacancy. The 
total Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charge transferred from the support to the clusters is shown at the bottom of each 
graph.  
 
This electron density can be transferred to the clusters, even when the clusters are 20 Å away 
from the support vacancy47. Clusters with even number of atoms will end up with an odd number 
of electrons after this electron transfer from the support vacancy, which will favor O2 adsorption. 
In Figure 3 we present the HOMO and LUMO (highest occupied and lowest unoccupied 
molecular) orbitals of the Au6-, Au8- and Au10- clusters (catalysts of interest). CO (O2) is an 
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electron donor (acceptor) molecule and preferentially interacts with sites on the clusters where 
the LUMO (HOMO) orbitals are localized. The first complexity in these molecular-sized 
catalysts arises from the fact that the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are not necessarily localized on 
the lowest coordinated sites of the clusters32. As a result, the lowest coordinated sites are not 
necessarily the strongest adsorption sites on the catalysts. This is exemplified in the case of Au10- 
where the HOMO orbital, which is semi-occupied, is localized primarily on the Au atoms that 
exhibit coordination number 4 (and to their first neighbors with coordination number 3) and not 
explicitly to the lowest coordinated sites of the cluster (with coordination 3). Thus, molecular 
oxygen adsorbs on Au10- cluster with a bidentate configuration on top of the Au atoms where the 
HOMO orbital is localized (see initial state in Figure 4(d) vide-infra).    
 
Figure 3: Geometries and molecular orbital density of Au6-, Au8- and Au10- clusters. The numbers on the clusters 
represent the coordination of each Au atom. The highest occupied (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbitals (LUMO) of each cluster are illustrated. The HOMO orbitals are semi-occupied in every case 
(spin multiplicity doublet).  
 
Next we calculated the detailed energetics of the CO oxidation reaction (step 1: CO* +  
O2*  CO2 + O* and step 2: CO* +  O*  CO2) on these three clusters, by taking into 
consideration every possible adsorption configuration of CO and O2. As a result, we calculated 
approximately 160 catalytic events which include: adsorption, reaction, and desorption of all the 
gas species. Details about the calculations and reaction energy pathways appear in the supporting 
information file. In Figure 4 (a) – (c), we selectively present the first step of the CO oxidation 
reaction from a 4-center CO-O2 adsorbed intermediate that has been reported to be the rate 
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limiting step in the CO oxidation reaction38. These specific reaction steps on each of the three 
clusters appear to control their reactivity, but for completely different reasons as we will show 
next with our kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations. Just by comparing the density functional 
theory (DFT) calculated reaction barriers on Au6-=16.2, Au8-=14.8, and Au10-=13.2 (kcal/mol) 
presented in Figure 4 (a)-(c), one could conclude that Au10- appears to be the most active cluster 
among the three and the activity is a monotonic function of size, in contradiction to experiments. 
In Au6-, the product of the first CO oxidation reaction step is carbonate (CO3) and not CO2. 
Carbonate binds very strongly on the catalyst and its dissociation to a CO2 molecule is highly 
unfavorable46. A unique reaction step to the Au10- case is the O2 “tilting” presented in Figure 4 
(d). O2 preferentially interacts with the cluster with the bidentate configuration due to electronic 
reasons we discussed in the previous paragraph. In this configuration, O2 has to tilt in order to 
react with CO through the 4-center intermediate, which requires activation energy of 10.7 
kcal/mol.  
 
Figure 4: Key reactions controlling catalytic activity on the clusters among 160 total reaction steps investigated 
by quantum mechanical theoretical calculations: (a) – (c) first step of CO oxidation mechanism involving a CO-
O2 four-center intermediate and on Au6-, Au8- and Au10-, respectively, and O2 tilting step on Au10- (d).  
 
The reason that carbonate forms on Au6- is because the cluster has two almost 
isoenergetic (ΔE~2kcal/mol) geometries of D3h and D2h symmetries and can restructure with a 
very small transformation barrier of ~4 kcal/mol. Freezing the cluster in its initial geometry 
during reaction pathway calculations would result in the formation of CO2 and not carbonate. 
Interestingly, as we show in Figure 5, a similar transition from a D4h to a stable geometry of 
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lower symmetry (e.g., D2h) does not exist in Au8- neither on the neutral states of these two 
clusters (Au60, Au80). Even though it is possible that reconstruction happens on Au8- catalyst 
under reaction conditions (e.g., adsorbate-induced, see detailed reaction mechanism presented in 
Figure 7(b)), we show that at least for the specific elongation coordinate (similar to the one 
causing reconstruction of Au6) shown in Figure 5 the cluster is stable (i.e., symmetry-induced 
reconstruction does not occur).  
 
Figure 5: Potential energy curves of Au6 (squares) and Au8 (circles) catalyst restructuring in neutral (closed 
symbols), and negative (opened symbols) charge states. The elongation coordinates are shown in the upper right. 
 
To investigate the reactivity of the three different nanoclusters for the CO oxidation we 
performed first-principles KMC simulations44 using our ab-initio data as input and the Zacros 
software implementation of the Graph-Theoretical KMC method42, 43. By calculating the number 
of CO2 molecules produced per site per time, we estimated the turnover frequencies (TOFs) for 
each Au structure, and by analyzing the statistics of occurrence of each elementary step, we 
identified the dominant pathways for each structure. The results are presented in Figures 6-8. 
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Figure 6: (a) Unhindered CO oxidation pathway on the Au6- nanocluster, with CO initially adsorbing on a CN2 site 
and O2 on a CN4 site. (b) The pathway resulting to poisoning on the Au6- nanocluster; here, CO initially adsorbs on 
a CN4 site and O2 on a CN2 site. (c) Average coverages of CO and O2 on the CN2 and CN4 sites of the Au6- 
nanocluster, calculated from an ensemble of 100 clusters (100 KMC runs with different random seed). (d) Average 
number of CO2 molecules produced per cluster in an ensemble of 100 clusters. After exhibiting some transient 
activity Au6- is poisoned (see also Ref.46). 
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For Au6- our previous work identified two possible pathways depending on the initial 
binding sites of O2 and CO (Figure 6a, b),46 both of which are active in different timescales: the 
contribution of each pathway is revealed by Figure 6c, which depicts the CO and O2 coverages 
on the different site types of the Au6- cluster (all data are averages over an ensemble of 100 KMC 
runs), as well as Figure 6d which shows the CO2 molecules produced per site. Evidently, there 
are two phases of transient activity, followed by the eventual poisoning of the cluster. Thus, 
initially, CO and O2 are randomly adsorbing on the CN2 and CN4 sites, resulting in 
approximately same coverages for both site types. At timescales of around 10-2 s, the CO 
oxidation reaction initiates and proceeds via the first pathway (Figure 6a), as evidenced by the 
depletion of CO on CN2 and O2 on CN4. Subsequently, on the timescale of 1 s, the second 
pathway becomes active (Figure 6b). This delay can be attributed to the slightly higher barriers 
thereof: 5.1 kcal/mol for the 4-center intermediate formation, and 16.2 kcal/mol for the 
conversion of the latter to CO3 (in the first pathway the higher barrier is 18 kcal/mol for the final 
O+CO reaction). CO3 formation via the 2nd pathway competes with the 1st pathway, this is why 
we still see CO2 formation even well after 1 s. Note that the plateau in the CO2 produced in the in 
the log-log diagram of Figure 6d is due to the distortion of timescales in the logarithmic scale: 
short timescales are magnified and long timescales shrink. Plotted in linear scale, it is apparent 
that CO2 formation does not cease temporarily to resume with higher rates later; it proceeds 
continuously, but with a much lower rate after about 1 s. Eventually, the catalyst gets poisoned 
by CO3: the non-zero average coverages for O2 at CN4 and CO at CN2 are due to the 
nanoclusters with 2 CO3 molecules in the opposite sides of the triangular Au6 structure. 
Au8- on the other hand was found to exhibit the highest reactivity among the three 
clusters investigated (Figure 7). The reaction proceeds via the formation and decomposition of a 
four-center CO···O2 intermediate. Two pathways contribute to the overall activity: the first one 
involves a monodentate binding configuration of the four-center intermediate, whose 
decomposition according to step (b) of Figure 3 is rate limiting. The second pathway implicates a 
bidentate configuration and entails adsorbate-induced cluster reconstruction. The latter was taken 
into account implicitly in the energetics of the reaction steps. Notice that this cluster 
reconstruction is induced by the adsorption of the reacting species and not by the symmetry of 
the cluster as we showed in Figure 5. The average turnover frequency (TOF) of this cluster was 
estimated to 0.73 s-1 and was the highest among those of the Au nanoclusters considered. 
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Figure 7: (a, b) Kinetically preferred pathways on Au8-. (c) Number of CO2 molecules produced per site in an 
ensemble of 10 clusters; the average number is denoted by the thick black line. The contributions of the two 
pathways on the overall TOF are noted. 
 
In the case of Au10-, bidentate O2 species were found to be significantly more stable than 
monodentate ones (by about 10 kcal/mol); however, the former are inactive due to the high 
barriers of the reaction with CO38. Thus, on the Au10- structure, the chemistry proceeds via the 
tilting of bidentate O2 to a monodentate (active) configuration (Figure 8a), followed by the 
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reaction between O2 and adsorbed CO, which has an activation energy on the order of 10 
kcal/mol (the exact values depend on the actual sites occupied and are shown in the 
supplementary information file). The sequence of these two steps is rate-limiting for the CO 
oxidation reaction on Au10-. The TOF of this cluster is approximately 0.02 s-1 (Figure 8b), which 
is lower than that of Au8- by more than an order of magnitude and in qualitative agreement with 
experimental observations (Au6- inert, Au8- active, Au10- less active than Au8-)28-30.  
 
Figure 8: (a) Representative kinetically favored CO oxidation pathway on Au10-. (b) Number of CO2 molecules 
produced per site in an ensemble of 10 clusters; the average number is denoted by the thick black line. 
As a final note, this work highlights that more sophisticated models need to be developed 
to correlate the catalytic activity with electronic properties of the clusters, which in turn arise 
from their geometric characteristics48, 49. In addition, the stability of the supported clusters plays 
an important role on their catalytic behavior. Incorporation of ligands on Au clusters could 
improve their stability by limiting cluster agglomeration, while maintaining CO oxidation 
activity1. However, the reaction mechanisms on these clusters are expected to completely change 
in the presence of ligands.  
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Conclusions 
Using multiscale modeling simulations we investigated the CO oxidation behavior of 
subnanosized Au catalysts that consist of a few metal atoms. This study unravels a high degree 
of complexity in the catalytic behavior of Au clusters: competing physicochemical phenomena 
on the catalyst result to the experimentally observed “magic number” CO oxidation activity. 
Subnanocatalysis, despite being attractive due to the atomic-level precision of the catalysts and 
its often unprecedented performance, remains an empirical field. Simulations, such as the ones 
presented here, can significantly advance our understanding and lead to better catalysts and 
processes.  
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